
 

Playing Card Collection GOLD 12 Deck Box by TCC

None of us would express dissatisfaction that we have too many decks of playing
cards. With one's growing collection of playing cards, brick boxes have become a
necessity among playing card collectors. Various custom brick boxes have
always been particularly popular. Who would reject a portable and durable high-
quality Playing Card Collection Brick Box?

One would only need to experience using the Collection Brick Box once for its
ease of use and durability to leave a deep and lasting first impression.

The leathery material makes the brick box have a firmness that other boxes
cannot match. The leathery material and flannel lining were specially selected.
Whether it is the hands contacting the leather, or the playing card decks lying on
the flannel, you can feel the excellent quality of the box. The delicate touch is as
if it is saying, "You can be rest assured, leave them to me."

Every detail of the box has been researched. The exterior material is similar to
the color and texture of leather, which makes the box look very pure.

The lid inlay has an in-built magnetic concealed clasp, which improves the user
experience while also improving the security. It greatly avoids any irreversible
losses that may be caused by various little accidents.

When lay eyes on a golden exterior, they usually subconsciously think that the
cards inside are valuable. After all, gold absolutely stands out compared to any
other colors.

The mirth and grace of gold makes it stand out amongst the conventional. The
texture and unique metallic luster on the surface are a symbol of the status and
taste of its owner. If you intend to show off your playing card collection, the gold
color is perfect for you.

Brick Box dimensions: 233mm × 102mm × 67mm

Note: BOX ONLY (playing cards not included)
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